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Abstract

Today’s wireless networks and devices support the dy-
namic composition of mobile distributed systems, accord-
ing to device connectivity. This has in particular led to the
introduction of a number of supporting middleware. How-
ever, such solutions need to be complemented with ade-
quate modeling and verification support towards enforcing
the correctness of the dynamic mobile systems with respect
to both functional and non-functional properties. Building
on the elegant properties of software architecture model-
ing, this paper introduces base modeling of mobile software
components, which integrates key features of the wireless in-
frastructure and allows for reasoning about the behavior of
dynamically composed systems.

1. Introduction

Modeling software architectures is now recognized as a
useful approach towards controlling the complexity of soft-
ware systems, in particular due to the associated support
for assessing the software systems’ behavior with respect to
provided functional and non-functional properties [12]. Ar-
chitectural modeling further enables dealing with the dy-
namic evolution and adaptation of software systems, pro-
viding adequate abstractions to specify changes to the sys-
tem’s configuration and to further reason about the dynamic
system’s behavior [14, 17, 3]. Mobile distributed software
systems constitute a typical example of dynamic systems
that need to adapt according to the environment. Specifi-
cally, mobile systems need to be dynamically configured
according to the networked resources that are reachable,
which change over time due to the highly dynamic net-
work topology. Such a requirement has led to revisiting tra-
ditional architectural styles of distributed systems so as to

∗ This work has received the support of the European Commission
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deal with the network’s dynamics and resource constraints
of the mobile, wireless devices. In the most general case, the
mobile distributed system is dynamically composed out of
the networked resources, which may be driven by adequate
architecture modeling [26, 13]. However, such a modeling
must not only support the dynamic integration and compo-
sition of the networked resources, it must also allow enforc-
ing correctness of the mobile distributed systems with re-
spect to functional and non-functional properties.

This paper addresses base architectural modeling for mo-
bile distributed computing, towards enforcing systems cor-
rectness. We first provide an overview of mobile distributed
systems, discussing their key features (§ 2), from which we
derive base architectural style, i.e., architectural modeling
so as to support dynamic integration and composition of
networked resources for adaptive configuration of mobile
distributed software systems (§ 3). We then concentrate on
assessing dynamic systems using our model, which is fur-
ther illustrated in the context of mobile e-services (§ 4). The
actual dynamic composition of mobile distributed systems
is tightly coupled with the supporting run-time environment
(i.e., middleware), leading to the investigation of the inte-
gration of our architectural modeling with the WSAMI mid-
dleware based on the Web services architecture, which we
introduced for distributed mobile computing (§ 5). Finally,
we conclude by a summary of our contribution and our cur-
rent and future work (§ 6).

2. Mobile Distributed Systems

Mobile distributed systems cover a broad spectrum of
software systems, by considering all the forms of mobil-
ity, i.e., personal, computer, and computational [22]. In this
paper, we focus on the mobility of devices, as enabled by
today’s wireless devices. Then, most specifics of mobile
distributed systems compared to their stationary counter-
part follow from the features of the wireless infrastructure
(§ 2.1). Mobile software systems must in particular cope
with the network’s dynamics (§ 2.2) and quality of service
management, as the mobile environment makes it particu-
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larly challenging due to resource constraints of the wireless
devices and varying bandwidth (§ 2.3).

2.1. Wireless infrastructure

The wireless infrastructure is primarily characterized by
the heterogeneity of networks and devices.

Today’s wireless networks may be subdivided into two
categories: (i) infrastructure-based and (ii) ad hoc [21]. With
the former, base stations handle traffic to/from mobile ter-
minals in their transmission range, using either licensed
(e.g., GSM, GPRS, UMTS) or unlicensed frequency bands
(e.g., IEEE 802.11 Wireless Local Area Network). With
the latter, wireless nodes form a dynamic and temporary
network according to their respective location, using unli-
censed frequency bands (e.g., IEEE 802.11 in the ad hoc
mode, Bluetooth Personal Area Network), and may further
act as routers in the context of Mobile Ad hoc NETworks
[7]. Hybrid networks then integrate the various wired and
wireless technologies, actually leading to the mobile Inter-
net.

The diversity of wireless devices keeps evolving and
embodies devices from the ICT (e.g., PDAs, cell phones,
wireless storage devices) and Consumer Electronics do-
mains (e.g., TV, MP3 players, gaming devices, cameras),
with most of them featuring a combination of wireless con-
nectivities (e.g., PDAs equipped with GSM, WLAN and
WPAN). Specialized devices are also being offered such as
sensors/beacons, smartcards.

The above allows deployment of mobile distributed sys-
tems that provide mobile users with seamless access to a
rich set of services and content. However, the wireless in-
frastructure poses specific challenges on the software sys-
tems compared to the wired environment. In particular, the
dynamics of the network calls for dedicated support, as dis-
cussed in the next section.

2.2. Dynamic networking

Initial work on the management of the network’s dy-
namics has focused on handling mobility-induced failures
that result from the occurrence of network disconnections,
which has led to significant research effort since the emer-
gence of wireless infrastructures in the early 90s. The ba-
sic technique to handle such failures is optimistic replica-
tion, i.e., the content (and related service) is replicated on
the wireless devices so as to allow continuing access when
disconnected, and is later synchronized with peer copies ac-
cording to network connectivity (e.g., see [27]). The hybrid
network further allows for replication at various levels, from
the wireless device to some area network, on either trusted
or untrusted node, which may be wireless or stationary [25].
However, optimistic replication impacts upon the behavior

of the system, which is dependent upon the specific replica
that is accessed and cannot be made transparent to the ap-
plication.

A more general approach to the management of the
network’s dynamics, following advances in wireless net-
works, lies in the automatic configuration and reconfigu-
ration of networked devices and services. This is in par-
ticular supported by resource discovery protocols that pro-
vide proactive mechanisms for dynamically discovering,
selecting and accessing reachable resources that meet a
given specification [5]. This leads to building event-based
systems, as (wireless) nodes advertise and consume net-
worked resources according to their specific situation and
requirements. This further leads to the design of mobile dis-
tributed systems as systems of systems, whose component
systems are autonomous and hosted by networked nodes, ei-
ther wireless or stationary. The systems’ configuration then
evolves and adapts according to the network connectivity of
component systems. Specific solutions differ according to
the way they deal with the integration of components, which
is closely related to the system’s interaction paradigm. Two
approaches can be identified:

• Data-oriented systems that integrate component sys-
tems at the level of the underlying data repository,
where the repositories of the networked nodes are dy-
namically and virtually coupled according to network
connectivity of the nodes, as, e.g., in the LIME sys-
tem [20].

• Service-oriented systems that integrate compo-
nent systems through the dynamic binding of clients
with services in a peer-to-peer way according to net-
work connectivity of clients, as, e.g., in the WSAMI
system [13].

Note that replication management to handle mobility-
induced failures may be considered as a special case of
the dynamic integration of component systems; repli-
cas are component systems that in particular synchronize
when connectivity allows.

Independent of the composition approach, the au-
tonomous systems that get composed are in general loosely
coupled due to the network’s dynamics. However, the com-
position shall ensure the correctness of the system’s be-
havior with respect to target functional and non-functional
properties. With respect to the former, the composi-
tion must enforce selection of the appropriate compo-
nent systems and coordination protocols that conform
to the specification of the component systems. With re-
spect to the latter, it is mandatory to account for the quality
of service delivered by component systems and their inte-
gration.
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2.3. Quality of service

The features of the wireless network make the manage-
ment of Quality of Service (QoS) mandatory for mobile
distributed systems. Specifically, the dynamic composition
of mobile distributed systems must both minimize resource
consumption on mobile nodes and satisfy the users’ require-
ments with respect to perceived QoS. The resource limita-
tion of wireless computing devices makes QoS-aware re-
source management even more important. QoS specifica-
tion associated with component systems is then concerned
with capturing the systems’ QoS requirements and policies.

QoS specification should: (i) allow description of both
quantitative (e.g., service latency) and qualitative (e.g., CPU
scheduling mechanism) QoS attributes, as well as adapta-
tion rules [24]; (ii) be declarative in nature, that is, spec-
ify only what is required, but not how the requirements
are implemented [4]. In addition, although more QoS pa-
rameters yield more detailed description, the gain has to be
put against the increased overhead. Usually, dominant QoS
properties of systems may be captured with a small num-
ber of attributes [8]. We identify the following key QoS at-
tributes for the mobile system [16]: (i) performance, (ii) re-
liability, (iii) security, and (iv) transactional properties. This
is further complemented with related resource consumption
(i.e., CPU load, memory, bandwidth, battery) and service
adaptation.

3. Base Architectural Style

As discussed in the previous section, mobile distributed
systems now tend to be built out of the composition of mo-
bile, autonomous component systems. This may be conve-
niently modeled at the software architecture level: compo-
nents abstract mobile component systems (§ 3.1) and con-
nectors abstract interaction protocols above the wireless
network (§ 3.2).

Architectural modeling must comprehensively address
the key characteristics of mobile distributed systems, i.e.,
dynamic composition, in a way that ensures correctness of
the system. The following introduces a base architectural
style that models key aspects of mobile distributed systems.
Our model is grounded in the service-oriented interaction
paradigm, i.e., a component abstracts a networked service
that invokes operations of peer components and dually ex-
ecutes operations that are invoked. However, it applies as
well to interactions based on data sharing, since the distinc-
tion is apparent at the implementation level only.

3.1. Mobile components

As in traditional software architecture modeling, a sys-
tem component specifies the operations that it provides to

and requires from the environment. The dynamic composi-
tion of the mobile component with components of the en-
vironment further requires: (i) enriching the component’s
functional specification so as to ensure adherence to the co-
ordination protocols to be satisfied for ensuring correct ser-
vice delivery despite the dynamics of the networks, i.e., the
interaction protocols that must be atomic, and (ii) specify-
ing the component’s non-functional behavior so as to en-
force quality of service. In the following, we denote key-
words using the type writer font, and zero or more occur-
rences of n by {n}∗.

Functional specification. The specification of coordina-
tion protocols among mobile components relates to the one
of conversation, also known as choreography, in the context
of Web services1. Such a specification also relates to the one
of interaction protocols associated with component ports
to ensure conformance with connector roles, as, e.g., sup-
ported by the Wright language [2]. Hence, from the stand-
point of component’s functional behavior, a mobile compo-
nent is modeled as:

Mobile component name
Provides: {operation name: (signature)}∗
Requires: {operation name: (signature)}∗
Coordinates:
Input conversation: {conversation name: (process)}∗
Output conversation: {conversation name: (process)}∗

In the above, an operation is abstracted by its signature,
which provides the operation’s name and the type of asso-
ciated input and output content. Conversations are specified
as processes in the π calculus [18], where we use the fol-
lowing notation:

P, Q ::= Processes
P |Q Parallel composition
P + Q Choice
!P Replication
v(x) Input communication
v̄(x) Output communication
0 Null process

We recall that the input process v(x).P is ready to input
from channel v, then to run P with the formal parameter
x replaced by the actual message, while the output process
v̄(y).P is ready to output message y on channel v, then to
run P . The reduction relation, noted →, is further defined
over processes, with P → P1 expressing that P can evolve
to process P1 as a result of an action within P . For instance,
we have: ((v̄(x).P + P ′)|(v(y).Q + Q′)) → P |Q{x/y},
with Q{x/y} meaning that x replaces y in Q.

Specifically, an input conversation is modeled as a pro-
cess P with the communications in P being restricted to in-
put communications over provided (input) operations and to

1 http://www.w3.org/2002/ws/chor
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output communications over required (output) operations of
the mobile component, given that the process starts with an
input communication. In addition, communication actions
abstract the interaction protocol provided by the presenta-
tion layer, i.e., the middleware whose behavior is modeled
at the connector level (see § 3.2). This is because, here, we
are concerned with modeling the interactions handled by
application-related components. For instance, assume a mo-
bile component that is built on top of a middleware support-
ing RPC-based interactions, i.e., synchronous, two-way in-
teractions. Further assume that the component offers the op-
eration browse(x) that returns the set of goods matching
the criterion x. An input communication (e.g., browse(x))
then abstracts the handling of operation invocation at the
callee, i.e., reception of the request message followed by
the emission of the corresponding result message. Dually,
an output communication (e.g., browse(x)) abstracts oper-
ation invocation at the caller, i.e., emission of the request
message followed by the reception of the corresponding re-
sult message.

An input conversation then characterizes the set of oper-
ations that need to be invoked on the software component
by the caller for the former to deliver a correct service, as
specified by the input communications stated in the corre-
sponding process. In the specific case where P amounts to
a single input communication (e.g., op(x)), this means that
the named operation (e.g., op) is self-contained. As an illus-
tration, consider an e-commerce service that allows brows-
ing a catalogue (with operation browse) and buying goods
(with operation buy) after the customer logs in (with oper-
ation login) until the consumer logs out (with operation
logout). The corresponding input conversation of the e-
service is modeled as: login(id).(!(browse(x) + buy(y))) +

logout(s)). An input conversation may additionally spec-
ify the output communications on which depend the real-
ization of the conversation, i.e., related component integra-
tion/composition that is required for correct service provi-
sioning. Such a specification is not mandatory. However, it
may be conveniently exploited by the run-time system for
anticipating interactions and thus realizing related dynamic
bindings before the actual invocations, which is known as
prefetching.

Similarly, an output conversation is specified as a pro-
cess P , with communications in P being restricted to output
communications over the component’s output operations.
The process P specifies the set of interactions that must
take place between the caller and the peer components with
which it integrates. Still considering our previous example,
an output conversation that conforms to the above provided
input conversation is: login(id).(!browse(x)+logout(s)), as-
suming a customer that only browses the service catalogue.

A number of consistency checks may then be performed
over the specification of a mobile component. In particu-

lar, any input conversation that specifies output communi-
cations should conform with the component’s output con-
versations associated with related operations. Such a con-
formance checking lies in verifying observational equiva-
lences between processes, restricted to output communica-
tions.

Non-functional specification. As discussed in Section 2.3,
the minimal set of QoS attributes for mobile components re-
lates to specifying the component’s behavior with respect to
performance, reliability, security, and transactional proper-
ties, which is further complemented with related resource
consumption and service adaptation [16].

Performance and reliability properties are both quanti-
tative. They are respectively specified with the service la-
tency (i.e., response time) and the probability of service
availability, for individual operations. From the perspective
of the caller, the values of both attributes are further im-
pacted by the available network bandwidth and related mo-
bility of the involved hosts. Security and transactional prop-
erties are both qualitative. The former specifies the secu-
rity protocol on which the mobile component relies for se-
cure communication; it thus relates to the behavior of con-
nectors (see § 3.2). The latter specifies the transactional
properties that hold over individual operations and conver-
sations. Resource consumption is further specified quanti-
tatively, stating for each operation, the percentage of re-
source that is consumed relative to overall resource avail-
ability at the host. Finally, service adaptation specifies scal-
ing actions that can be undertaken to accommodate resource
constraints.

We get the following modeling for non-functional prop-
erties, as highlighted in bold face:

Mobile component name
Provides: {operation name: (signature) (QoS)}∗
Requires: {operation name: (signature) (QoS)}∗
Coordinates:

Input conversation:
{conversation name: (process) (transactional) }∗

Output conversation:
{conversation name: (process) (transactional)}∗

The value of QoS associated with an input (resp. output) op-
eration specifies the provided (resp. expected) QoS for that
operation by the component, which decomposes into:

QoS:
(performance: mean service time in ms)
(reliability: mean probability of availability)
(transactional:boolean value that evaluates to true

if transactional)
(resources: CPU, memory, bandwidth, battery)
(scaling: scaling actions)

The quantitative QoS attributes (i.e., performance, reliabil-
ity, resource) provide mean values at the provider, given
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that they are assumed to be regularly updated. Scaling ac-
tions are specified with respect to the content type that is
exchanged, providing a sequence of message types ordered
according to decreasing level of quality of service with re-
spect to the accuracy of the content (e.g., for an image type,
we may have <colour, black&white, text >).

The transactional attribute associated with a conversa-
tion is a real value d, which equals 0 if the conversation is
non-transactional, and is greater than 0 otherwise. The lat-
ter case specifies that under the occurrence of a disconnec-
tion that lasts longer than d seconds, during the execution of
the conversation, the conversation’s effect will be undone by
the provider(s) according to the atomicity property of trans-
actions.

3.2. Wireless connectors

In the mobile environment, connectors specify the inter-
action protocols that are implemented over the wireless net-
work. In addition, the dynamic composition of mobile com-
ponents leads to the dynamic instantiation of connectors.
Hence, the specification of wireless connectors is integrated
with the one of mobile components (actually specifying the
behavior of connector roles), given that the connectors asso-
ciated with two interacting mobile components must com-
pose. The specification of any mobile component is then ex-
tended with the one of connector types, as follows:

Mobile component name
Connectors

{connector name: (protocol) (network) }∗
Provides: as above
Requires: as above
Coordinates:

Input conversation:
{conversation name: (process) (trans.) (connector) }∗

Output conversation:
{conversation name: (process) (trans.) (connector) }∗

Connectors specifies the set of connector types via
which the mobile component communicates, and con-
nector specifies for every conversation, the type of the
connector that is used for the corresponding interac-
tions. More precisely, a wireless connector specifies: (i)
the base interaction protocol with peer components (pro-
tocol), and (ii) the underlying dynamic network (net-
work).

Interaction protocol. Interaction protocols are specified as
processes in the π calculus. However, it should be noted that
this characterizes message exchanges at the transport level
to realize the higher-level protocol offered by the middle-
ware on top of which the mobile component executes.

Dynamic networking. Specification of the underlying net-
work together with its dynamics abstracts the discovery pro-
cess that is inherent to today’s mobile distributed systems.

Such a characterization is further needed due to the diver-
sity of discovery protocols (e.g., wide-area, location-based
in the local area and/or with respect to geographic position-
ing, centralized versus decentralized) together with the one
of wireless networks. The dynamic network is then mod-
eled as:

Network:
(Dynamics: boolean)
(Area: [Local | Internet])
(Location: area restriction)
(Security: protocol)

The Dynamics attribute specifies whether the peer mobile
components accessed via the connector should be dynam-
ically retrieved or not. In the latter case, the addresses of
the components are provided as parameters of the connec-
tor. The Area attribute characterizes whether the peer mo-
bile components should be sought within the local or the
wide area (i.e., Internet). The Location attribute, which
is optional, further specifies the area within which the com-
ponents are to be retrieved, which may be a given domain
identified by its IP address, or a location-dependant domain
that is characterized by a geographical area and/or a num-
ber of hops, i.e.:

Location:
(Domain: list of domains’ IP addresses)
(Region: geographical coordinates of reference,

max distance)
(AdHoc: Number of hops)

The Security attribute specifies the security protocol that
is implemented for any interaction with components over
the wireless connector. The protocol is specified using the
π calculus, as introduced in [1] and further elaborated in [6].
Note that in the open, mobile environment, traditional secu-
rity tokens based on public-key signatures may be too re-
strictive for the interacting mobile nodes. Instead, interac-
tions may be undertaken on the basis of the mobile compo-
nents’ reputation, and related security protocols [15].

Quality of service. The system’s QoS may be solely de-
pendent upon the QoS properties of the interacting compo-
nents and the underlying network. However, connector cus-
tomization towards enforcing QoS has been recognized as a
key technique since the emergence of mobile clients. Such
a customization is realized by specialized networked com-
ponents, which may be hosted either by stationary servers
tightly coupled with the network’s infrastructure in the con-
text of infrastructure-based networks [9], or hosted by (pos-
sibly mobile) nodes on the network’s path [10, 13].

Connector customization is very much dependent upon
the non-functional behavior of the interacting components
since it aims at adapting the interaction so that the respec-
tive provided and requested QoSs match. Hence, customiza-
tion should be implicit, and inferred from the respective
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behavior of interacting components and properties of the
underlying network. This requires the specification of cus-
tomization processes so as to be able to dynamically inte-
grate them. Based on our previous work [13], this leads us
to introduce customizer mobile components that filter ex-
hanged messages. The specification of a customizer is then
similar to that of a mobile component (§ 3.1).

4. Dynamic Composition

Given the above specification of mobile components and
related wireless connectors, integration and composition of
mobile components in a way that ensures correctness of
the mobile distributed system may be addressed in terms
of conformance of respective functional and non-functional
specifications.

4.1. Specification conformance

We use the following notation to characterize the speci-
fication of a component M :

I Input/provided operations, with element denoted by in
O Output/required operations, with element denoted by out
CI Input conversations, with element denoted by conv
CO Output conversations, with element denoted by conv
IQoS QoS of input operations, with element denoted by

qos(in) = (p, a, t, r, s)
OQoS QoS of output operations, with element denoted by

qos(out) = (p, a, t, r, s)
CIt Transactional properties of input conversations,

with element denoted by t(conv)
COt Transactional properties of output conversations,

with element denoted by t(conv)
C Set of connector types
B Connectors associated, with conversations, with element

denoted by connector(conv)

Consider two mobile components:

M1 =< I1,O1, CI1, CO1, IQoS1 ,OQoS1 , CIt1
, COt1

, C1,B1 >

M2 =< I2,O2, CI2, CO2, IQoS2 ,OQoS2 , CIt2
, COt2

, C2,B2 >

Then, M1 and M2 may be composed if the conversa-
tions that bind according to respective input and output
operations, conform to each other, i.e., if the following
Conform(Mp, Mc) (where p stands for provider and c for
client) relation holds for (p, c) = (1, 2) (i.e., M1 being the
service provider) and (p, c) = (2, 1) (i.e., M1 being the ser-
vice client):

Conform(Mp, Mc) ≡ ((∀(convp = P ) ∈ CIp) :
(init(convp, out) ∧ (out ∈ Oc)) ⇒ ∃(convc ∈ COc)|

convc ↪→ convp∧
t(convc) ≤ t(convp)∧ QoSconvc ≤qos QoSconvp∧
connector(convc) ∼co connector(convp))

where ∀, ∃,→,∧ denote classical logical operators for
quantification, implication and conjunction; and:

• init(convp, out) holds if convp starts by executing the
out operation.

• convc ↪→ convp holds if the ouput conversa-
tion convc conforms to the input conversation convp

for all the calls to Mp’s input operations. Specif-
ically, the parallel execution of the two processes
when restricted to interactions with Mp’s input op-
erations (noted conv′c and conv′p) reduces to the null
process (i.e., (conv′c|conv′p) →∗∼ 0 with →∗ denot-
ing a series of reduction and ∼ denoting observa-
tional equivalence) and the types of the exchanged
messages match in the classical sense of type check-
ing.

• t(convc) ≤ t(convp) holds if the transactional behav-
ior of convc is weaker than that of convp (i.e., convc

is transactional if convp is and the timeout of convc is
smaller).

• QoSconvc ≤qos QoSconvp holds if the QoS pro-
vided by the callee is at least the one expected by
the caller for all the input operations of Mp that be-
long to convp. Specifically, the quantitative perfor-
mance (resp. reliability) attributes of the provider must
be smaller (resp. greater) or equal to the values re-
quested by the client, the operation must be trans-
actional if it is requested to be so, and the client
and provider must agree on similar scaling ac-
tions, i.e.:
∀in ∈ convp|qosp(in) = (pp, ap, tp, rp, sp) :

in ∈ convc ∧ qosc(in) = (pc, ac, tc, rc, sc)∧
(pc ≥ pp) ∧ (ac ≤ ap) ∧ (tc ⇒ tp) ∧ scalable(sc, sp)

where the scalable(s, s′) relation holds if for any type
in s, there is a matching type in s′.

• connector(convc) ∼co connector(convp) holds if
the connectors associated with the respective con-
versations compose, i.e., the following conditions
are met for connector(convp) = (Ip, netp) and
connector(convc) = (Ic, netc):

– The connectors implement compatible interac-
tion protocols. Specifically, the parallel execu-
tion of the corresponding processes reduces to
the null process, i.e., (Ic|Ip) →∗∼ 0

– The respective dynamic networks of the compo-
nents intersect. Specifically, when omitting key-
words, for:
netp = (dynp, (areap, domp, regionp, adhocp), secp),
netc = (dync, (areac, domc, regionc, adhocc), secc),
we have:

(domp

⋂
IP

domc �= ∅)∧
(regionp

⋂
space

regionc �= ∅)∧
(adhocp

⋂
adhoc

adhocc �= ∅)
where

⋂
IP,space,adhoc define intersection on the
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respective value domains.
– The connectors implement compatible security

protocols. Specifically, the parallel execution of
the corresponding processes reduces to the null
process, i.e., (secc|secp) →∗∼ 0).

4.2. Customization

Two mobile components may further be dynamically
composed through connector customization, which adapts
the components’ behaviors so that they conform. We say
that a customizer composes with a pair of interacting com-
ponents if the interaction protocol implemented by its con-
nectors for processing input messages (resp. output mes-
sages) is compatible with the ones implemented by the rele-
vant connectors of the components, where compatibility of
protocols is defined as above, i.e., in terms of reduction to
the null process. We then weaken the above conformance
relation as follows to support connector customization:

• The types of exchanged messages are not required
to match, provided that there exists a customizer that
composes and adapts the exchanged content in a way
that the content type conforms to the one expected by
the interacting components.

• The QoS of an input operation is not required to be
at least the one of the output operation with which it
binds; provided that there exists a customizer that com-
poses and delivers the expected QoS.

4.3. Example

In order to illustrate the exploitation of our model, we
consider access to a shopping e-service, for which there ex-
ist mobile replicated instances, noted me, on the sellers’
wireless devices and a stationary instance, noted se, hosted
by some server. Access to se and me is allowed for any au-
thenticated client over the wireless Internet.

For simplicity, we focus on the interactions between the
mobile and stationary service instances, and consider a sub-
set of relevant operations, i.e., the service offers two trans-
actional conversations that respectively allows browsing a
catalogue and buying goods. Both conversations are carried
out over an RPC-like connector with reception of the re-
quest message followed by the emission of the request re-
sult. The wireless connector implements a security protocol
based on certificates, specified as:

CP ≡ (authenticate().srv(certificate).
shared(sk).login(encryptedIdsk))

Informally, the client requests the service provider to au-
thenticate itself by issuing the authenticate message.
This leads the service provider to send back its certifi-
cate (srv(certificate)), and then the client to send the

shared secret key sk that it computed (shared(sk)) fol-
lowed by its login that is encrypted using the shared key
(login(encryptedIdsk)). We further assume the dual secu-
rity protocol CP at the client, i.e.:

CP ≡ (authenticate().srv(certificate).

shared(sk).login(encryptedIdsk))

All the operations of se are further considered to be
transactional and to provide very high performance and
availability guarantees (denoted by ∞) with negligi-
ble resource consumption (denoted by ε); this leads se to
not support content scaling. We use optimal as a short-
hand notation to specify that an operation offers maxi-
mal QoS guarantees (i.e., we have (QoS: (performance:
∞) (reliability: ∞) (transactional: true)
(resources: ε, ε, ε, ε) (scaling: ∅))). Finally, there is no
restriction on the location area, leading us to omit the op-
tional Location attribute. We get the following specifi-
cation for the stationary service se, for which we do not
detail content types:

Mobile component se
Connectors

service:
(req(x).res(y))
(Network:

(Dynamics: true)
(Area: Internet)
(Security: CP process, as specified above)

Provides:
browse: (x) (QoS: optimal)
book: (y) (QoS: optimal)
buy: (z) (QoS: optimal)

Requires: ∅
Coordinates:

Input conversation:
BROWSE: (browse(x)) (0) (service)
BUY: (book(x).(!book(x) + buy(y))) (60) (service)

Output conversation: ∅
The specification of me is similar to the one of se re-

garding the definition of input operations and conversa-
tions, since the functional behavior that it offers to its clients
is equivalent to that of se. On the other hand, its non-
functional behavior changes due to its mobile nature, and
me further synchronizes with the stationary server when
connection allows by forwarding the requests that it has
logged. In addition, the conversations with the stationary
server do not specify any QoS requirements and are car-
ried out over a connector that restricts the service provider
to be se, which is passed as parameter. We get:

Mobile component me
Connectors

service:
(req(x).res(y))
(Network:
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(Dynamics: true)
(Area: Local)
(Security: CP process, as specified above))

client(s: se):
(req(x).res(y))
(Network:

(Dynamics: false)
(Area: Internet)
(Security: CP process, as specified above))

Provides:
browse: (x)

(QoS:
(performance: 10)
(reliability: 0.99)
(transactional: false)
(resources: 2%, 10%, 10%, 0.2%)
(scaling: ∅))

book: (y)
(QoS:

(performance: 20)
(reliability: 0.99)
(transactional: true)
(resources: 3%, 10%, 5%, 0.1%)
(scaling: ∅))

buy: (z)
(QoS:

(performance: 60)
(reliability: 0.99)
(transactional: true)
(resources: 3%, 10%, 5%, 0.5%)
(scaling: ∅))

Requires:
browse: (x) (QoS: optimal)
book: (y) (QoS: optimal)
buy: (z) (QoS: optimal)

Coordinates:
Input conversation:

BROWSE: (browse(x)) (0) (service)
BUY: (book(x).(!book(x) + buy(y))) (30) (service)

Output conversation:
CACHE: (browse(x)) (0) (client)
SyncBUY: (book(x).(!book(x) + buy(y))) (50) (client)

From the above, it is quite trivial to show that se con-
forms to me according to the definition provided in Sec-
tion 4.1. Hence, they can be dynamically composed, while
ensuring correct system behavior with respect to pro-
vided functional and non-functional properties. However,
this needs to be realized online and hence requires ade-
quate middleware support.

5. Supporting Middleware

We have introduced base architectural modeling for mo-
bile distributed systems, which enforces correctness of the
distributed systems despite the high dynamics of the under-
lying network. However, related verification of the dynam-

ically composed systems must be integrated with the run-
time system, i.e., the middleware. The issue that arises then
relates to the processing and communication costs associ-
ated with verification, which must be kept low on the wire-
less devices.

As part of our work, we have developed the WSAMI
service-oriented middleware for mobile computing that
is based on the Web services architecture [13]. Briefly
stated, the WSAMI core middleware subdivides into: (i) the
WSAMI SOAP-based core broker, including the CSOAP
SOAP container for wireless, resource-constrained de-
vices, and (ii) the Naming & Discovery (ND) service
for the dynamic discovery of (possibly mobile) ser-
vices that are available in the local and wide area, ac-
cording to network connectivity and available resources.
The ND service further includes support for connec-
tor customization, so as to enforce quality of service
through the dynamic integration of middleware-related ser-
vices over the network’s path. The WSAMI middleware
has been designed so as to minimize resource consump-
tion on the wireless devices. In particular, mobile services
that are integrated and composed using WSAMI are mod-
eled by specifying the URIs of the XML documents that
characterise their input and output operations, and their in-
put and output conversations.

Using WSAMI, components composition with respect
to QoS and wireless connectors is built-in in the middle-
ware, i.e., QoS-awareness is managed by the ND service
and the interaction protocol is that of CSOAP. It follows that
the retrieval of peer components with which a mobile ser-
vice dynamically composes is simply based on the compar-
ison of URIs2, which is much effective in terms of low re-
source consumption. However, such an approach leads to a
much stronger conformance relation for dynamic composi-
tion than the one discussed in the previous section, i.e., the
conformance relation that is implemented in WSAMI re-
quires two interacting components to have structural equiv-
alence over output and input operations, and over output
and input conversations. As part of our current work, we
are investigating weaker conformance relations for WSAMI
based on our general definition, while still making the asso-
ciated computation and communication costs low for wire-
less devices. A number of techniques need to be combined
in this context, including effective tool for checking con-
formance relationship in the wireless environment, possibly
leading to strengthening base conformance relation, and ex-
ploiting the capabilities of resource-rich devices in the area
so as to effectively distribute the load associated with the
dynamic composition of mobile components.

2 Note that this leads to model output conversations from the standpoint
of the callee at the caller so that input and output conversations are
structurally equivalent.
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WSAMI further restricts the systems’ openness in that
it supports the dynamic composition of WSAMI-enabled
components. Such a feature is inherent to middleware-based
systems. However, high-level modeling of mobile compo-
nents for composition, as addressed in this paper, paves the
way for semantic-based integration and composition of mo-
bile systems. Specifically, the behavioral specification of
components may be exploited towards adapting the non-
functional behavior of the mobile components so that they
can integrate, regarding both offered QoS and interaction
protocols. Such a concern is in particular exemplified by
our approach to connector customization. It further relates
to work undertaken within the Semantic Web for better rea-
soning about the Web content3. However, such a capability
can only be supported if provided with effective tools for
conformance checking and techniques for adapting the in-
teraction protocols of components. Base approaches can be
found in the literature to address the latter, introducing au-
tomated solutions to, e.g., dynamically change the discov-
ery protocols [11] and to adapt to protocol evolution [23].

6. Conclusion

Supporting the development of applications for the wire-
less environment has led to tremendous research effort over
the last ten years. In particular, much work is devoted to
performance-related issues, investigating middleware solu-
tions to deal with the key features of the wireless infrastruc-
ture, i.e., dynamics of the network and resource constraints
of the wireless devices. Mobility has also deserved much
attention from a more theoretical perspective, with primary
focus on the mobility of computation (i.e., mobile code),
as opposed to personal and computer mobility. In the con-
text of computer mobility, distributed systems now tend to
be dynamically composed according to the networking of
mobile services, which is in particular supported by the in-
tegration of resource discovery protocols within the middle-
ware (§ 2). However, such a composition must be addressed
in a way that enforces correctness of the dynamic composite
systems with respect to both functional and non-functional
properties. Towards that goal and building upon the ele-
gant properties of software architecture, this paper has in-
troduced a base approach to the modeling of mobile soft-
ware components (services) hosted by wireless hosts and
of related wireless connectors. The proposed solution inte-
grates key features of today’s wireless infrastructure, in par-
ticular dealing with the network’s dynamics and quality of
service requirements that call for special care due to inher-
ent resource limitation (§ 3). We have further introduced a
conformance relation over component and connector mod-
els so as to be able to reason about the correctness of the

3 http://www.w3.org/2001/sw

composition of peer mobile components with respect to of-
fered functional and non-functional properties (§ 4). Related
verification needs to be carried out online and hence inte-
grated within the middleware, possibly leading to stronger
conformance relation to make the associated resource con-
sumption acceptable for wireless devices (§ 5).

By undertaking an approach based on software architec-
ture modeling, our work builds upon work in the area and
in particular on the modeling of interaction protocols asso-
ciated with connectors [2]. We more specifically use the π
calculus as the base process algebra, which allows dealing
with dynamic architectures [17]. In addition to the speci-
fication of the base interaction protocol that abstracts the
behavior of the middleware with respect to communication,
we introduce the specification of coordination (also referred
to as conversation and choreography) and security proto-
cols within components. The former is mandatory to reason
about the functional composition of components and further
about the impact of disconnection. The latter relates to one
of the key QoS attributes in the wireless context. Our ap-
proach to the specification of coordination protocols relates
to the definition of XML languages for specifying chore-
ography associated with Web services4, since it is quite di-
rect to translate corresponding π processes in a choreog-
raphy language and conversely. In this context, our mod-
eling of components resembles work on the definition of
a formal ontology framework for Web services to support
the description, matching and composition through logic
reasoning techniques [19]. Our contribution specifically re-
lates to dealing with mobile components (which may be in-
stantiated as mobile Web services), leading us to integrate
the specifics of the wireless environment in the component
modeling.

Architecture-based development of mobile distributed
systems is in particular addressed by the AURA project
[26]. Briefly stated, a user-task is modeled as a software ar-
chitecture description that specifies the abstract application-
related services and connectors to be composed, and the en-
vironment instantiates and adapts the architecture accord-
ing to available component instances and resources. Archi-
tecture modeling in AURA is specifically targeted at the
AURA middleware, providing input to the built-in discov-
ery and composition process. Our work is thus complemen-
tary, addressing formal modeling towards reasoning about
the correctness of composite mobile systems with respect
to functional and non-functional behavior, and further ad-
dressing key characteristics of the wireless infrastructure.

As discussed in Section 5, openness of the composition
process with respect to the mobile components that can ac-
tually be integrated is dependent upon the underlying mid-
dleware. Considering existing middleware (e.g., AURA and

4 http://www.w3.org/2002/ws/chor
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WSAMI), a direct approach is to strengthen the confor-
mance relation over mobile components, which in partic-
ular allows minimizing resource consumption induced by
the composition process. However, this impacts upon the
degree of pervasiveness of mobile computing. We are thus
currently investigating base online tools and techniques to
support open, dynamic system composition according to the
conformance relation introduced in this paper, while keep-
ing the runtime overhead acceptable for wireless, resource-
constrained devices.
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